DIRECT HIRE
Looking to make the Right Fit, Right Now? DyrekFit Staffing can offer a pool of candidates who are trained and
experienced professionals. We use internal and external staffing techniques to pull from our wide range database of employees
who have provided proficient services for us or outside sources of applicants who bring unique expertise to our client’s
businesses.
Did you know!


Permanent placements can help you grow your business as they get more efficient in their jobs through familiarity with the processes.



Permanent employees develop a fondness of commitment to their employer and have a loyalty usually based on the feeling of job security.



You can also take a smaller team of permanent employees to train the new hires and keep the business running smoothly rather than starting over
with a new team for each new project.



Hiring just one new employee can take weeks, if not months of effort. You have to advertise the employment opportunity, scan through resumes,
conduct interviews and train each new hire. If you need help today, why waste time doing these tasks yourself? Using DyrekFit Staffing for job
placement is quick and easy. We take care of the time-consuming responsibilities and provide you with an employee quickly without taking you
away from your day-to-day business.



The ability to choose the perfect applicant is not only beneficial to our clients, but to your new employee as well. In fact, research has shown that
67% of employees who are hired through a staffing agency use this type of agency because of the various employment choices available to them.
This makes the dynamic comfortable and accepting for both parties.



Permanent employees have more motivation to perform at their best to advance their career within the company.



Permanent employees can develop long-term friendships with colleagues in a team-oriented environment, contributing to the success of the
company.

